
Edafio Cloud T ired of hidden costs and unanticipated 
downtime in public clouds? Want to make 

the transition from CapEx to OpEx a breeze? 
Edafio Cloud is your answer!

Designed for simplicity, cost-effectiveness and 
high performance, Edafio Cloud’s computing 
and storage resources combine power and 
efficiency with a fixed-price promise. We also 
have a built-in backup process – making your 
data more secure than ever.

See why Edafio Cloud is a game-changer:

Your Hassle-Free, 
High-Performance
Private Cloud Solution

• Fixed Price: Say goodbye to hidden incremental  
costs that surprise you at the end of the month.   
Our predictable subscription approach keeps   
everything transparent.

• OpEx Transition: Moving from CapEx to OpEx has 
never been easier. Plus, you save on power, cooling and 
precious building square footage.

• Flexible & Rapid Scaling: Forget about hardware 
procurement hassles and supply chain issues. Need more 
virtual servers? More storage? We’ve got you covered.

• Nightly Backup: All systems follow a nightly backup 
schedule, with copies stored locally and at a secondary 
data center location. Rest easy knowing your data is safe.

• High Availability: Our private cloud architecture is 
built to keep mission-critical applications and websites 
online, even during traffic spikes, hardware failures or 
malicious attacks.

• Peak Performance: Using the latest cloud solutions, 
we ensure top-notch performance, always.

• Next-Gen Networking: Enjoy reliable connectivity 
with our top-tier networking systems and components.

• Multi-layered Security: Our private cloud is fortified 
with double-layered firewalls and is consistently updated 
with the latest patches and software releases.

• 24x7x365 Monitoring & Management:   
Our experienced engineering staff has eyes on the 
system around the clock, allowing you to focus on  
your business.

• World-Class Data Center: Hosted in a   
state-of-the-art data center with redundant critical 
components and rigorous annual audits, our private 
cloud is the epitome of reliability.

edafio.com

Isn’t it time you leveled up to a better, 
more efficient and more secure
cloud computing solution?
Switch to Edafio Cloud – where 
efficiency meets excellence.


